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Megaplex 
All aboard! 
 
Orlando, FL, EUA 
August 21-23, 2020 
 
Guests of Honor 
Hyena Agenda & Kyell Gold 
 
More information 
megaplexcon.org 
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I’d like to welcome you to the fourth edition of Brasil FurFest, where we’ll get to know an 
amazing furry city called Furtropolis. With this theme, we want to imagine how a furry 
society within an urban space would be – in a Brazilian way! 

Over these 4 years of Brasil FurFest, we watched the event grow rapidly and friendship 
between furry attendees become stronger. Our slogan “Friends Forever” shows the desire 
of the convention being a wonderful place for us to celebrate together our fandom, with 
the best of our community and the best of ourselves. 

This year in Furtropolis we’ll see furries from all over Brazil and international visitors who 
want to take part in the special mixture we have here. 

Our desire is that Brasil FurFest continues to be this special place where we can spend a 
weekend together, being ourselves, without fearing prejudice and judgments. 

And it’s up to us to keep on being this wonderful fandom! 

I’d like to thank all furries who believe in the dream of a furry convention in Brazil. The 
event is a success because of you. Thank you very much for supporting Brasil Furfest! 

Thank you also for all the talented artists who are very kind in supporting and helping us 
with all BFF’s illustrations. You are awesome! 

Finally, I would like to thank Converse, which at the last minute, decided to support our 
event. The success of the campaign with Furboliche resulted in a partnership to enhance 
the audiovisual and lighting of our event, increasing the quality of activities in City Center 
room. 

That’s it! I invite you all to enjoy every second of Brasil FurFest, it’s made by furries for 
furries. No doubt this is the most special weekend for all of us and now it’s time to enjoy it! 

Keep up this amazing community! 
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Furtropolis. One of the biggest cities in the world! 
  
It may seem it’s like any other city… 
  
But furries live there! 



  
From the most different species and genders! 
  
- Sorry the delay, dudes! 
  
- Finally! 
  
- It was about time! 
  
- I was gonna call you! 
  
- It’s going to start! 
  
But today it is a special day… 
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Friends get together… 
  
...in another edition of Brasil FurFest! 
  
Let’s celebrate this city!  
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The desire to hold a furry convention in a hotel in Brazil is longstanding.  There has 

always been the question: Is it possible to do something like this in our country? 

The furries that founded Furboliche (Sao Paulo's Furry bowling event held since 2014) 
believed so. 

Since that time they had planned a hotel event called "Confursao" (abbreviation for 
Convençao Furry de Sao Paulo, Portuguese for Sao Paulo's Furry Convention), but as 
they had no experience to hold a large event they decided to organize the bowling, in 
order to understand the dynamics of Furry Fandom. 

In mid-2016, with the announcement of the end of Abando, first Brazilian Furry 
convention, Furboliche staff announced they would make the already planned convention, 
but the name would change from Confursao to Brasil FurFest. The official announcement 
was made during Furboliche 5. During the presentation, the logo, photos and videos of the 
venue were revealed, and it was said that everything would start with a crowdfunding. 
More structure and activities for the event would be added depending on the fundraising. 

The goal was reached quickly, and the event was confirmed for September 2016. 

The first Brasil FurFest, which had the theme "Furries in Santos", took place at Mercure 
Santos Hotel and brought together 169 furries from all corners of Brazil and 5 countries. 

The second edition, which was held at the same venue on August 2017, reached new 
horizons with the theme "Furries in Space" and 287 attendees. 

Last year the event was cinematographic! The theme “Lights! Cameras! Furries!” drew 
431 attendees from 8 countries and more than R$ 12,000.00 was raised for charity. Big 
numbers we had never imagined we would reach when we started the convention in 2016. 

Brasil FurFest is growing rapidly and in 2019 we want an even more amazing event. 

In previous editions, we had countless activities like panels, dealer’s den, dance 
competition, fursuit games, games, charity auction, and even a book launch. 

This year, BFF brings new emotions. One of them is the first concert of Foxes and 
Peppers in Latin America! 

Brasil FurFest’s goal is to continue to be a meeting point for furry fandom, where furries 
from here and abroad can spend a unique weekend. 



The dream of having a furry hotel convention in Brazil is more alive than ever! Our story 
goes on... 
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2019 Theme 

Furtropolis 

With easy access via Critterstate 95 or Mulles International Airport, Furtropolis is in the 
heart of Brazil. It is a vibrant city where anthropomorphic beings, also known as furries, 
live. Through its streets, avenues, beaches and parks, the culture, sounds, colors and the 
mix of a diverse population make Furtropolis one of the most special places in the world! 

City 

Population: 621,000 inhabitants 

Density: Fluffy 

Gentilic: Furtropolitan 

Neighboring municipalities: Pawllywood, Moo York, Bark Harbor, Clearotter and Purrland. 

Mayor: Ursula Mercure 

Climate: Festive 

Altitude: 5m (Floor L, 2nd floor) 

Timezone: The same as you are 

Coat of Arms 

The Coat of Arms, in the medieval European tradition, is specifically created with the 
purpose of identifying individuals, families, clans, corporations, cities, regions and nations. 

Furtropolis also has its Coat of Arms, created to represent the city and Brasil FurFest’s 
history. 

It has a Portuguese shield, divided into three parts, each one representing the years in 
which Brasil FurFest was held, with its previous themes. On top of the shield rests the 
silver mural crown, consisting of 8 towers. 

The Coat of Arms is supported by two bowling ball branches, alluding to Furboliche event, 
which was Brasil FurFest’s precursor. 
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Furtropolis, besides being a cosmopolitan city, is remembered worldwide for its 
avenues and sightseeings! 

A passion: Soccer 

It is a national passion! 



As in every Brazilian city, Furtropolis also has its soccer team, the multi-champion 
Furtropolis Soccer Club, called by the population “Furry-Yellow-Black-and-White”! 

In 2019, we have news on the selling of this winning team's uniform: part of the proceeds 
will be given to Brasil FurFest's charity campaign. 

This way, besides showing the world their passion for soccer, Brazilian and South 
American furries also show that together, besides being a beautiful crowd, it is possible to 
accomplish incredible things! 
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First time at BFF? 
Check below some activities to break the ice and meet other furries if it is your first time at 
Brasil FurFest. 
  
- Social Mixer 
Make friends and meet furries from Brazil and abroad in this social mixer. 
(In Portuguese and English). 
Sat, 10 AM | Avenue Room 
  
- Gaming Room 
Press play for fun in a room full of board games and an exciting video game tournament! 
Sat, 4 PM | Avenue Room 
  
- Furr-o-ke 
Come and take part in this musical night where furries show that optimism exists in 
incredible musical performances... or not. 
Fri/Sun, 9 PM | Avenue Room 
  
Main Events 
  
- Dance Competition 
Cheer for your favorites in this great evening at Brasil Furfest. 
Sat, 8 PM | City Center Room 
  
- Fursuit Parade 
This is the opportunity to be seen wearing your fursuit or to see your favorite fursuiter. 
Sat, 4 PM | Hotel Front Desk Level 
  
- Foxes and Peppers in Brazil! 
The first concert of Foxes and Peppers in Latin America will be at BFF 2019 and you won’t 
miss it, right? 
Sat, 10 PM | City Center Room 
  
- Charity Auction 
The most exciting moment at BFF, when everyfur bids unique items. All money will be 
donated to the charity. 
Sun, 3 PM | City Center Room  
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Schedule 

Accreditation for Regular registration 

Accreditation for Sponsor and Super Sponsor registration 



Activities 

1. Opening Ceremony 
Convention opening with theme presentation and event information, and always some 
surprises! 

2. Plushie Rave 
A great party to the sound of DJ Paloka with a lot of electronic music to celebrate the 
beginning of Brasil FurFest! 

Furr-o-ke 
Set free the musical talent that is alive (or not) inside you! 

Don’t forget the 6-2-1 Rule! 
The 6-2-1 Rule is an informal guideline common to all furry conventions. The rule 
suggests that all attendees should at least: 
Sleep 6 hours per night 
Have 2 meals per day 
Take 1 shower per day 

These numbers are minimum limits to maintain the hygiene and the physical and mental 
health of all attendees. 
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Activities 

5. Surprise Photoshoot 
Take a picture to have it as a souvenir, with a surprise backdrop! 

6. Social Mixer 
Activity to integrate the attendees. 
In Portuguese and English. 

8. Dance Competition - Auditions 
Registration and elimination auditions of the dance competition. 

15. Gaming Room 
A place for videogame and board games competitions. 

16. Dance Competition – Brazilian Party 
Dance Competition grand finale, with rhythm and excitement! 

25. Charity Auction 
Bid and help charity! 

26. Closing Ceremony 
Conclusion of activities, acknowledgments and the official announcement of BFF 2020’s 
theme. 

27. Dead Dog Rave 
Party with electronic music, ending activities at BFF 2019. 

28. Con Chairs Unleashed – Backstage stories from conventions 
with BFF, ArFF and Furcamp 
You will hear funny stories about what happens when organizing furry events. 



29. Furr-o-ke 
Set free the musical talent that is alive (or not) inside you!  

With Guests of Honor 

17. Foxes and Peppers in Brazil 
Concert of Furry Fandom's most famous musical duo, with songs that have already 
become anthems in our community and some other little things… 
Advisory rating: +18 

20. Fursuiting for Dummies 
With Zeng Tiger 
Lecture with tips for furries to commission a fursuit, besides how to care and make the 
maintenance of it. 

30. Special Meal 
Meal with integration of Super Sponsors and Guests of Honor from Brasil FurFest 2019. 
Da Franco Restaurant (CO). 

With Fursuiters 

9. Fursuit Parade 
Fursuit parade around the hotel. 
*If it rains, photoshoot (City Center Room). 

18. Fursuit Games 
Fursuiters in well-known games, some cute moments and some tumbles… 

With Artists 

4. Dealer’s Den 
Market with sale of furry art, from handicrafts to drawing commissions and props. 

7. Artist’s Room 
A place for our fandom's artists to be creative and interact with other artists. 
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Panels  

10. Interaction in Illustration 
By Hwei Chow 
Round table with a discussion about the importance of character interactions in 
animations, comics, and literature. 

11. The key to your story is in the fuzzy details 
By Policho 
This panel will show the importance of attention to details and their purpose in creating 
interesting parts for a story. 

12. How and why create LGBTQ+ furry art?   
By Hreter 
This panel will discuss the ways our community can enjoy diversity to create an even 
more positive and inclusive art. 

13. 2D Animation 
By Júlio César (Shibinha) 



Cartoonist Júlio Cesar (Shibinha), known by the character Juca Jacaré, will talk about 
cartoonists’ working market in Brazil. 

14. Furry for Parents 
By Ruby Sionnach 
Round table about the furry fandom with the parents and companions of BFF’s attendees. 

19. Independent Comics Production 
By Keto Pagano and João Mausson 
Authors of the comics Animus will show what is needed to make an independent comic. 

21. Time Management 
By Sfner 
Panel about on how to manage time within a time-bound project avoiding frustrated 
customer expectations. 

22. Online & Offline Behavior 
By Setzer 
This panel will present the basics of online and offline behavior in a humorous way. 

23. Digital Marketing for Furries 
By Perx and Coffee 
At this panel two digital marketing and advertising professionals compile the top tips for 
you to enhance your personal brand and boost your online presence. 

24. Comics Animus launch 
By Keto Pagano and João Mausson 
Launch and afternoon autograph session with authors of the comics Animus. 
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Event Map 
Floor L 
Mercure Santos Hotel 
  
- Working hours 
Friday, 4 PM – 1 AM            
Saturday, 10 AM – 1 AM 
Sunday, 10 AM – 1 PM        
  
It is mandatory having your badge to access the rooms and stay at the hotel’s convention 
center. 
  
If you are leaving the hotel, please be sure to use the local guide, available in your 
attendee’s kit and also in the front desks of both hotels (Ibis and Mercure). 
  
- Caption: 
Photo spot 
Restrooms 
Elevators 
Emergency exit 
Water fountain 
Info desk 
  
- Volunteering 
Brasil FurFest is growing quickly throughout the years, and logistics and organization 
challenges are growing too. All help is welcome to make this beautiful convention work! 



Volunteers wearing a purple vest help attendees and are active in the organization of the 
event. 
We are recruiting volunteers to assist at the convention. 
If you are attending the event and are over 18 years old, you are welcome to volunteer. 
Show up at the staff table in the hallway at Floor L and find out what you can do to help. 
When you volunteer, you get an exclusive volunteer bottom and credit on Brasil Furfest’s 
2020 registration. 
Check out the rewards table and be a part of BFF! 
 
- Quest BFF 2019 
All we can say is: This year the first clue for the Quest isn’t with Brasil FurFest. It took the 
plane below and left the country. 
  
Hint: phonetic alphabet may help you… 
  
- Tributes 
Tame Wolf Square 
Bruno Kauffman Abud was at the fandom from 2002 to 2004 using the name Tame Wolf. 
This white wolf with long orange hair and with pink tip of ears and tail ran Brazil’s first furry 
talk show, “The Tame Talk Show”. The show aired for over a year and was extremely 
popular in Brazilian fandom. 
Outside the fandom, he worked as a reporter for TV channels affiliated with Globo, a 
company that he had always admired. 
Born in Santos, he lived with his family in an apartment less than 100 meters from where 
BFF is held today. 
He died in a severe car accident in 2004 while covering that year's Open Countryside 
Games in Barretos, SP. 
  
- Dogbomb Street 
Dogbomb, whose real name was Tony Barrett, was a fursuiter and an amateur 
marathoner residing in California and Arizona, USA. 
  
His fursona, a German shepherd, was first seen in the fandom in 2010 in a photo next to a 
girl with cerebral palsy. 
In March 2018, Dogbomb was diagnosed with ALS, Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, and 
doctors said he would live for more 3 years only. Dogbomb tried an initial treatment to stop 
the disease, and with the help of the fandom raised donations for researches to find the 
cure for ALS. However, on March 29, 2019 he announced he would end with his life in 
April. 
His fight against the disease and the various actions to raise funds for medical research 
are his legacies that will live forever among furries.  

REGULATION 
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Guests of Honor 
 
Look who's going to be at BFF! 
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Pepper Coyote  

Pepper Coyote is an American musician who has a duo with Brasil FurFest 2018’s Guest 
of Honor, Fox Amoore, called Foxes and Peppers. He is also lead singer and fiddler at the 
progressive rock/folk band “Look Left”. 



Pepper, or Pepper Artful, as he is called at Second Life, is known by his joke-packed and 
unusual musical performances at furry conventions. 

The renowned album #Hashtag, recorded with Fox Amore, is considered one of the best 
musical works from the furry fandom all over the world. It is a collection of 14 tracks 
inspired by involvements with Anthrocon, the second biggest furry convention in the world, 
held annually in Pittsburgh, USA. 

Foxes and Peppers will have the famous after dark concert on Saturday, 11 PM, at City 
Center Room. This is the first time both musicians perform together in Latin America. 

Zeng Tiger 

Ramon Espechit, Zeng Tiger (or even Zenun for friends of yore) is one of the most known 
Brazilian fursuit makers abroad, due to his amazing talent in fursuit making. 

Zeng is from Manhuaçu, Minas Gerais, and makes fursuits since 2010, when he fell in 
love with the furry fandom and fursuit making. 

He has been living in São Paulo since 2017; he improved his workshop and increased 
commissions for international clients. 

One of the creations of his company Furry Machine is Brasil FurFest 2018’s Guest of 
Honor fursuit, Crash Azarel - possibly his most known work in the world. 

His style and workmanship led him to attract the international market and to be the Guest 
of Honor of Harbor City Fur Con in Australia last year. 

Now it is time for Brasil FurFest to acknowledge this Brazilian talent of furry fandom. 

Zeng will have a panel called “Fursuiting for Dummies”, on Sunday, 2 PM, at City Center 
room. Don’t miss it! 
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A very fluffy market  

Dealer’s Den - Let's go shopping!  

The artists of our fandom make from art to handicraft and props, and other wonderful 
items! 

And you can find all of them in our Dealer’s Den! 

The Dealer’s Den or Artist’s Alley, as it’s called in furry conventions all over the world, is a 
space for artists, artisans, fursuit-makers and writers sell their art, comics, books, stuffed 
animals, props, fursuit parts, and many other items. 

Brasil FurFest supports the production of furry artistic content since its first year. The 
Dealer’s Den happens every year since our first edition in 2016, and every year it has 
attracted more and more the attention of the attendees. 

Besides being a place to buy and sell furry items, the Dealer’s Den also is a showcase for 
furry talent. A lot of artists use the Dealer’s Den to show their works and sell art 
commissions. 

In 2019, the Dealer’s Den will have 34 stands with the most different types of products. 



Be sure to stop by Brasil FurFest’s official store to check the event official souvenirs, 
besides the sweatshirts with the convention logo that everybody wants. 

Come and meet the furry fandom artists at the Dealer’s Den and honor their talent by 
buying their items. 

When you shop at the Dealer’s Den, you directly support furries and the growth of our 
community. 
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Dealer’s Den Map 

Working hours 
Saturday, 24th 
10:00-14:00 

1.Polerg - Instax instant photos 
2.Kirther's 3D Art –3D models and arts 
3.Hreter and Vinyanko – books, arts and commissions 
4.Pimienta Meow Art – arts and drawings 
5.Franko´s Art Shio – Franko and authorial books 
6.Foxes and Peppers – souvenirs from the duo 
7.Hare Candy Art – arts and props 
8.Lojinha do Leo e Lílian – arts and props 
9.Desenhos do Jack – arts (drawings/commissions) 
10.Phallybro – props, arts and zines 
11.Felipe Yuski - Fred Guará’s arts and prints 
12.Hwei Chow's Fine Arts – arts (originals/commissions) 
13.SOS Vida Pet Litoral – furry handicraft 
14.Shibuya – props and handicraft 
15.Brasil FurFest – convention’s official store 
16.Furcamp – convention Furcamp’s souvenirs 
17.Kiitan's Shop – sculptures and handicraft 
18.The Havana Wolf – t-shirts, props and arts 
19.Lenn's Creative Den – sketchbooks, arts and commissions 
20.Licorne Chat Creations – stuffed animals 
21.Holy's Arts and Games – arts, props and authorial game 
22.Fursuit Brazil Creators – arts, props and fursuits 
23.Urbieta Creations – souvenirs and fursuits 
24.Paciulo Fursuits – arts, props and fursuits 
25.ShenzaiBird – t-shirts, props and arts 
26.Keto Pagano – comics, arts and props 
27.João Mausson/ORO8ORO – comics, arts and props 
28.Lucas/Arc Rose -arts and props 
29.Artes do Hieno – comic Odaiment, props and arts 
30.Acir Gomes - comic Odaiment and sketchbooks 
31.Kuma – arts and props 
32.Rainbow Store – badges and props 
33.Marrie Skunk – arts and props 
34.Gamibri arts (originals/commissions) 

Location of stands may change between conbook printing date and event date. 
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Ah! Love... 



  
More than Friends Forever! 
  
Brasil Furfest may be a place to make more than new friends. In 2018, Itrami and Luna 
met at the event and after being lovestruck, started living together and got married 
afterwards. Get to know this love story signed by our Fandom! 
  
Brasil FurFest is, undoubtedly, an event where many stories happen. Some are funny, 
some are exciting, but this one is special. This is a love story that touched two 
participants’ lives. 
Itrami and Luna came to Brazil FurFest 2018 for different reasons. He was already a furry 
and wanted to participate in the event for a while. And the convention was already 
awesome for Itrami, who got one of the fursuit heads in the Charity Auction. She came 
without big expectancies, with a furry friend. Until here, there are two normal stories for 
participants… 
  
Destiny, however, decided to play a trick and changed their lives’ courses after the ending 
ceremony, when both of them, who still didn’t know each other, ended up in the same 
room party. So was Itrami and Luna’s relationship born. “A common friend threw a farewell 
party with pizza in BFF 2018’s last day and we were both invited. I got brave and threw a 
terrible line at him, but it worked” says Luna, laughing. 
Itrami says Luna’s line cannot be revealed, but that her interest got his attention and both 
enjoyed the rest of the evening together.  
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Although it was love at first sight, the couple only decided to go further a few weeks after 
the event. “When I visited Luna in her city, I took a commitment ring”, says Itrami, that 
believed the relationship would be long-lasting since the beginning. 
The 19 year old furry tells he spent about 1 month at her house, and the feeling of love 
and the certainty that Luna was the right person for him to be his partner for the rest of his 
life started growing with time. “It got to a point where we really asked ourselves: why not 
move together?” 
Luna tells that, in the beginning, she wasn’t sure the relationship would be lasting. “It was 
weird for me because I really didn’t see myself so early in a relationship and didn’t 
understand how he had gained so much space in my life”. 
After the initial shock, the routine and love melted her heart. “It’s a relationship based on 
love and learning. I think above all we have learned a lot with one another”, says Luna. 
“Love is the most important part of the relationship, because it’s what motivates you to put 
effort in other important things” completes Itrami. 
After an official wedding proposal, with Luna’s mother’s blessing. Itamar and Pamella 
(their real names) made their marriage official on March 30th, 2019. A small party for 
close relatives and friends also marked the two furries’ wedding, which met at BFF. Now 
the couple has a full life ahead with many plans. Brazil FurFest would like to make a small 
tribute and congratulate the couple for the beautiful story that started in the convention 
and wish never-ending happiness, wisdom and partnership. 
May Itrami and Luna live happily ever after! 
  
“Certainly the event is a divider, there’s a before and an after and you need to 
participate to experience it.” 
-Itrami 
  
“For me BFF is more than just an event, it’s a possibility of getting to know people 
and let it transform you.” 
-Luna  
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Animus 

A knight dragon in comics 

A comic that is more than drawings and an adventure. Get to know Animus, 
creation of Keto Pagano] and João Mausson. 

Brasil FurFest proudly presents the launch of the comic Animus, created by illustrators 
Keto Pagano and João Mausson. 

We are going to meet Animus, a knight dragon who lives and a RPG-like medieval world. 
The character is in a very important journey, searching for something very valuable that 
everybody wants, but just a few have it. In this adventure, the dragon hero has a very 
precious and delicate jewel with him. 

Animus needs to face very powerful and uncommon enemies in epic battles in order to 
move on, fighting against the ghosts in his mind. But will he be able to overcome his 
afflictions and continue his journey? 

The comic has puzzles for the reader to solve and understand all the secrets of the plot, 
besides deciphering the dialogues. 

So, Animus is more than a linear story. We can say the text is a fun word search game 
through its pages. 

Keto Pagano is responsible for the script, while João Mausson is responsible for the 
exceptional illustrations that place you within this unique universe. 

You can buy Animus at the Dealer’s Den or at the afternoon autograph session with both 
authors at BFF. 

Honor the artists of our fandom! 
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February 22-25, 2020 
  
Furcamp 
The Cycle of Magic 
  
Spend next carnival in the woods, in a comfortable inn, with several furries by your side! 
Enjoy our rave, themed activities, games, events for fursuiters, Just Dance competitions 
and more. 
Bus from Sao Paulo. 
  
www.furcamp.com.br  
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Friendship without borders 
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Our Hermanos 



New furry conventions are being made in Latin countries and this is great news for 

our fandom! 

Spain, Argentina, Mexico and Brazil. Countries that seem to be very distant, but they have 
something in common: Latin roots. 

New furry conventions are being made in the biggest Latin countries since 2016 and this 
is great news for who wants to travel, get to know another country and take part in a furry 
event! 

It is true that in the past there were some furry conventions in these countries, such as 
Abando (Brazil), UFACon (Argentina) and Animales Sueltos (Argentina), but these 
initiatives eventually disappeared over time. 

This new movement is now based on the exchange of experiences between conventions, 
aiming they don’t disappear. 

In addition to being in the international furry convention group, the Ibero-American events 
created in 2019 their own group to exchange information and experiences on 
organization, logistics, suppliers, etc. 

The purpose is to use the growth of the fandom in these countries to consolidate 
conventions and support new activities. 

And the new conventions have interesting numbers, like Furcamp, that in 2019 had the 
registrations sold out in a few days, or Confuror from Mexico that in its first year had 541 
attendees, becoming Latin America’s the biggest furry convention. 

It is also worth mentioning that in the first year of Argentina FurFiesta, besides the 234 
attendees, it was raised about R$ 8.000,00 in donations for charity. 

The fandom grows and appears now with new accents and in every corner of the world! 
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Argentina FurFiesta 

Location: 
Buenos Aires, Argentina 

Attendees: 
234 (2019) 

Website: 
furfiesta.com 

The desire of having a furry convention in Buenos Aires is not new. It exists since the 
group ArgentinaFurs was created in 2009. At the time, the Argentinian fandom had a 
convention called UFACon in Rosario. 

Over the years, dozens of furmeets were organized in Buenos Aires, and thanks to that, 
the group started to grow. 

In August 2017, thanks to BFF’s influence, a new convention was born and ArFF had its 
first edition in 2019, with 234 furries from 10 countries. 

And a new edition has already been announced for 2020. 



Confuror 

Location: 
Guadalajara, Mexico 

Attendees: 
541 (2018) 

Website: 
confuror.org 

Confuror was created from the event VidaFur, that was made in Guadalajara since 2009. 

The furmeet grew, and in 2017 the organizers decided to make a hotel convention. 

In 2018, its first year as Confuror, the event became Latin America’s the biggest furry 
convention. 

Next edition of Confuror will be on October 11-13 2019, its theme will be the circus arts 
and it will be called “Mr. Maw’s Mysterious Freakshow”. 

More than 300 furries registered during the Early Bird in January. 

Furcamp 

Location: 
Ribeirao Grande, Brazil 

Attendees: 
46 (2019) 

Website: 
furcamp.com 

Furcamp was born in 2018 with the announcement Brazil would have a furry camp 
convention on the next year. 

In a certain way, Furcamp is a spiritual successor of the first Brazilian furry convention, 
Abando, that had its last edition in 2016. 

The organizers make it at the same venue Abando was held for 4 years, and the event 
has similar dynamics. 

This year, on its first edition, Furcamp gathered 46 furries (+ staff) from all over Brazil 
during Carnival. 

Furrnion 

Location: 
Madrid, Spain 

Attendees: 
541 (2018) 

Website: 
furrnion.org 



A Spanish group of people decided to create the convention after an informal conversation 
in a pub in Madrid. 

The workgroup was created to make the convention come true and in January 2017 
Furrnion had its first edition, gathering about 220 furries. 

Last year the convention grew and had 341 attendees. 

In 2019, the event will be at the Meliá Barajas Hotel, near Madrid airport. 

The name of the convention, “Furrnion” comes from “Furry” + “Reunion” (Meeting in 
Spanish). 
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Jois us to experience a furry convention in Mexico! 
 
Confuror 
Guadalajara, Mexico 
 
October 11-13, 2019 - Fiesta Americana Hotel. 
 
_____________________ 
 
Madrid, Spain,  
October 17-20, 2019. 
 
Furrnion III - Space Pirates 
 
3X2 guests of honor 
Kenket + Loaf = Hax! 
 
More info: 
furrnion.org  
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Charity Campaign 

An Amazing Fandom 

Donate in the orange charity cans you can find at the convention center. 

Furry fandom raised about US$ 600 K in donations in 2018, and this year once again 
BFF helps Santos’ street animals! 

More than being a furry convention, Brasil FurFest also wants to make the difference. 

With this in mind and following the tradition of furry conventions held all over the world, 
one of our activities is a charity campaign. 

Brasil FurFest is the first event of the Brazilian furry fandom to collect donations from its 
attendees. 



In 2016, furries donated R$ 420 to Mapan, an entity that collects animals from the street, 
giving shelter and looking for people who want to adopt pets in a responsible way. 

In 2017, Brasil FurFest raised R$ 2.668,10 to the so-called NGO SOS Vida Pet Baixada 
Santista, that has a social work supporting shelters for street animals. 

2018 charity campaign reached huge numbers, raising more than R$ 12,000.00 in 
donations to the now called SOS Vida Pet Litoral. The money was fully used in feed, vet 
appointments and shelter improvements. 

The NGO gives updates on its Facebook and Instagram pages about invoices and 
information regarding the use of the collected donations. 

In 2019 the charity campaign wants to keep helping dozens of shelters maintained by 
Santos citizens who love animals and collect them from the streets on a voluntary basis. 

The pets stay in those shelters until they are adopted by people who also love animals. 

Brasil FurFest’s goal for 2019 is to achieve an even greater value than last year to help 
this group continue its work and to send a strong message to the world: The furry Fandom 
has social responsibility. 

We invite everyfur to leave their donations in orange charity cans throughout the weekend. 
You can also donate food and other items to be used in the shelters. 

Besides donations, BFF staff will propose some challenges throughout the event, to 
increase the fundraising for the charity campaign. 

Participate, donate, help. When we come together, we can accomplish incredible things! 

  

Get to know more about SOS Vida Pet Litoral at: 

www.facebook.com/sosvidapetlitoral 

  

Take part in the charity auction on Sunday, 

3 PM, at City Center room. 

  

Donations over the years 

2016: R$ 420 

2017: R$ 2.688 

2018: R$ 12.359 
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Brasil FurFest Staff 



Board of Directors 
Danny - chairman 
Patsy - co-chairman 
Ruby - co-chairman 
Toberal – board member 
Cenobear – board member  

Departments 
DJ Paloka – audio/lights 
Jihatden - infra-structure 
May - decoration 
Mayra Araújo – Social Media 
Nana Punky – Infodesk 
Niki - Security 
Razzek - Activities/Electrician 
White - IT/Electronics 

Staff 
Gladistor - assistant 
Laxye – con ops 
Lilly – social media 
Link – social media 
Lunnary – artists’ support 
Mabeku - photographer 
Martin - videomaker 
Miya – artists’ support 
itro – con ops 
Policho - ambassador to foreign attendees 
Sfner - app 
Tirlin – con ops 
Zaqueo - ambassador to foreign attendees 
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Special Thanks 
  
We would like to thank all the furries and fandom supporters who helped making another 
edition of Brasil FurFest. 
  
Our dream of making a furry hotel convention in Brazil is more alive than ever. 
Thank you all very much!  
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Argentina FurFiesta presents: 
 

 
Baubao's Little Haunted House 
 
Coming Soon! In 2020 

 


